EXHIBIT SPOTLIGHTS
BEAUTY STANDARDS
Culture changes view of 'perfect' female form
YOU CAN GO

By Lillia Callum-Penso

What: "Body Lines: A
Retrospective Look at
the 'Perfect' Female
Form"
When: Reception is 5-7
p.m. Friday; exhibit runs
through Feb. 29
Where: Coffee Underground, 1 E. Coffee '
St., Greenville
Cost: Free
For more: 864-2712740, 864-631-1035 or
assoclatesetparkavenue@gmail.com

Staff Writer
Ipenso@greenvillenews.com

No one is debating the prevalence of eating disorders
these days. The National Eating Disorder Association s.ays
10 million women and 1 million men are currently battlmg
eating disorders in the United States. One in four teenagers
struggles with an eating disorder.'
.
"It's everywhere," says Nilly Barr, a psychotherapist
who works with people with eating disorders. "And people
.are learning more and more what a serious problem it is."
In an effort to educate people and also to offer a message
of hope and recovery, a local nonprofit, ED Aware, is sponsoring an exhibit during February. Titled "Body Lines: A
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The "Body Lines" exhibit shows how images of
beauty differ throughout time, with Marilyn
Monroe exemplifying the 19505 ideal. "BODY LINES"
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